Here Comes Sally Walker

(From a circle of people and do this for building cohesiveness)

Here comes Sally (Tommy) Walker
Walkin’ down the street (A person begins dancing around the inside of the circle)
She didn’t know what to do,
So she stopped in front of me. (Sally stops in front of someone)
She said, “Do that thing, do that thing, do that thing, SWITCH”

Sally (or Tommy) does some wacky movement. On “switch”, the other person trades the walker places moving to the inside of the circle and does the same wacky movement modeled by Sally, while they chant:

“Do that thing, do that thing, do that thing, SWITCH”

New Sally or Tommy move around the circle and stop in front of someone else as chant continues.

(For practicing math or vocabulary etc., try this version)

Here comes Sally (Tommy) Walker
Walkin’ down the street
Sally knew her math,
So she stopped in front of me.
She said, (Sally explains any math idea or word, or gives and example) “SWITCH”

When the person trades Sally places, that person repeats what Sally said, then begins dancing around the circle as the game continues.